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My apologies about this "Tagged" business

I guess I got conned. An artist friend of mine sent me
this Tagged invitation and I responded. That’s what
we artists do: support each other. Anyway, I
joined this Tagged site and now I am getting
hundreds of emails from many of you, that you
are having problems with this Tagged thing
and you want to be “my friend” but this is
causing all sorts of problems. I am very sorry
about all this….that was not my intention and
I didn’t know that all of you would be
contacted. When we send out my
newsletters we do our best to keep all your
email addresses private, that’s why we put all
of your addresses in the BCC. So please, feel
free to delete your Tagged account, I am going
to do that too! Again, my sincere apologies.
It has been a bum week, because that is not the only mistake I made. I am sure that all of you know that
Carmen does my newsletters – I just give her the info and then I am supposed to proofread the email, but I
don’t always do a good job. So in my last newsletter,
Mistake #1: the television station for the Univision morning show was “Channel 34” not 24 … OOPS! So
maybe you didn’t see me on national TV … I was in the opening shots, harp and all. Then,
Mistake #2: the info for the Santa Barbara Parade was wrong … it was five years wrong! When I get it wrong, I
really get it wrong! Anyway, I Googled the Santa Barbara Parade and found the press release. I sent it to
Carmen and she used it. Well neither she nor I noticed that it was a press release for 2003! Back five years
ago the parade was in the day, on a Saturday. Well this year, the parade was tonight! On a Friday! In fact it is
going on right now (about 9pm)! And I am not there, I am here in good ole’ SP.
SO…..Since I will not be in Santa Barbara tomorrow, I will instead join Tisa on Main Street for her Holiday
Boutique! I will have my CDs and art prints for sale for your holiday gift giving. Great pricing, great gifts. I will
be playing the harp from 9 to 3, so come by and say HI, buy a gift or two from me or Tisa. Hope to see you at
Tisa’s Salon.
What:
Tisa’s Holiday Boutique
Where:
Tisa’s Salon, 947 East Main Street, Santa Paula (about one block east of 10th Street)
When:
Saturday, December 13th from 9am to 3 pm
For more info: contact Tisa, (805) 933‐3135
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PS: if you can't make it for the boutique, my CDs and prints will remain on sale until Christmas.
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